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Abstract 

The research work involved the Perimeter, Detail, and 

Topographical survey of College of Education Hong in 

Adamawa State. The purpose of this research is to 

carry out a perimeter, detail and topographical survey 

of the site for the production of a topographical plan of 

the area. This will assist in the effective planning and 

design of the school and proposed future plan within 

the project area. The horizontal and vertical positions 

of the beacons along the perimeter of the property were 

determined by third order traverse and third order 

spirit leveling respectively using total station. The spot 

heights were determined by method of grid leveling. 

Leica TS02 total station was used for the execution of 

this research work. The research covers a total area of 

1,521.16 hectares of land. A linear accuracy of 

1/10,000 was achieved at the end of the research work. 

The final plan was plotted at a scale of 1:25,000. 

 

Introduction 

Land is the solid crust covering the earth surface and the source of material 

wealth to human being. Land in demand for growth from time immemorial has 

been on geometric progression; therefore it is important to manage it efficiently 

and prudently. Land is an important asset to social-economic, political 

development and political stability of a nation. The ability of a country to 
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manage her land and land resources efficiently goes a long way in determining 

her position in global economy. Then the act of knowing and defining the extent 

of land and sea territory can only be achieved through accurate and proper 

surveying. 

The need for surveying as a base for spatial planning cannot be over emphasized 

in any nation. That is why surveyors have a slogan for qualifying their 

profession as “the bedrock for meaningful and sustainable development”. 

Ramsay (1975) defined surveying as the art and science of making 

measurements of relative position of points above, on or beneath the earth 

surface and plotting of these measurements on suitable scales to form maps, 

plans or charts. Banister and Raymond (1998) define surveying as the art of 

making measurements of relative position of the natural and man-made features 

on the earth surface and the presentation of this information either graphically 

or numerically. Agor (1992) defined surveying as the art of determining the 

relative position of distinctive features on or beneath the surface of the earth by 

means of measurement of distances, directions and elevations. Schifield (1993) 

defined surveying as the science of determining the position in three dimensions 

of natural and manmade features on or beneath the surface of the earth. These 

features may be represented in analogue form as a contour map, plan or chart, 

or in digital form as a three-dimensional mathematical model store in the 

computer. This latter format is referred to as Digital Terrain Model (DTM). 

The main purpose of surveying is the production of good quality map that will 

depict spatial representation of natural and man-made features on the earth 

surface. These maps play important roles in planning for the sustainable 

development of any nation. Any reasonable government wants to manage its 

economy well and provide good social amenities for her citizens. Therefore, 

successful management of the environment cannot be done without spatially 

mapping the area where the planning will be carried out. The United Nation 

encouraged all nations to set aside 2.5% of their annual budget for surveying 

and mapping.  

 

Topographical Survey 

Jawaharial (1985) defined Topographical surveying as the system of surveying 

which determines the position of natural and artificial 

Features of a locality both in plan and elevation by means of conventional signs 

on a map known as topographical map. 
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Topographical surveying is defined as the three dimensional which employs the 

techniques of plane surveying and other special techniques to establish both 

horizontal and vertical controls. The relief or configuration of the terrain and 

the natural or artificial features are located by measurements and depicted on a 

flat sheet to form a topographical map.  

The objective of topographical surveying is to show the three dimensional 

relationship for a particular area. Hence on a topographical map the relative 

position of points are represented horizontally and vertically. The difference in 

elevation is called relief. The relative altitudes of points are shown by form lines 

or contour lines. Contour lines are lines connecting points of the same elevation. 

Ayeni (2001) observed that the availability of topographic maps of various 

scales provide a tool for exploration, exploitation and effective management of 

our country natural resources and particularly in rapid developing countries. He 

further stressed that a cursory look at the present state of mapping in Nigeria 

reveals that although there is 95% topographical map coverage at scale 

1:50,000. However, these topographical maps are over 30 years old and begging 

for revision. 

A critical overview of these and other works that had been reviewed lend 

credence to the need for topographical map of an area before any meaningful 

development is embarked upon. The fastest and most economical methods for 

production of topographical maps on large area are Photogrammetry and 

Remote Sensing Techniques, whereas for a small area digital land surveying 

method is suitable and economical. This was the reason why digital surveying 

method was adopted for this research work. 

 

Study Area 

The research area is located at Hong Local Government of Adamawa State. The 

local government Administrative headquarters is located within Hong. The area 

is under Adamawa central Senatorial District and Gombi/Hong Federal 

constituency. Hong is geographically located within 100 09’ 44’’N and 120 44’ 

24’’E. The research covered an area of about 1,521.16 hectares. 

 

 Planning/Reconnaissance (Recce) 

Reconnaissance is a preparatory stage prior to execution. It involved over 

viewing the research area at Hong for us to put in place adequate logistic for 
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successful execution of the research work. The followings were put in mind as 

regard the reconnaissance. 

(i) Identifying the specification  requirements   

(ii) Identifying the data requirement  

(iii) Identifying the underlying problems that may militate 

against the successful execution of the research work. 

(iv) Specifying the approach to be adopted 

(v) Specifying the equipment requirement to meet the desired 

output and accuracy.  

This aspect was done in two stages as follows namely: Office reconnaissance 

and Field reconnaissance 

A field reconnaissance survey was carried out to acquaint the survey team with 

the site. We went round to familiarize ourselves with the extent of the area and 

to determine how best to begin the job considering the nature of the terrain. 

Stations were selected and we made sure they were indivisible to one another. 

To select station for the position of pillars, two major factors were considered. 

They are: 

(i) Firmness of the ground at the selected stations  

(ii) Safety of the selected stations 

Also, during field reconnaissance, we searched for the control stations whose 

coordinates were collected. The control points earlier found were located by 

keying in their coordinates into the Hand Held Global Positioning System 

(GPS) receiver which was in navigation mode. The coordinates of the controls 

shown in table 1.0 were used for the in-situ check of the controls. 

Control Station Eastings  

(Metres)   

Northings 

(Metres) 

Height (Metres) 

CSAD 435  1128920.574 

 

268469.221   99.676 

   CSAD 436 1128910.390 268515.350    99.670  

CSAD 437 1128899.594 

 

268561.379    99.619  

Table 1.0   Controls and Their Coordinates 

 

Monumentation and Beacon Identification 

All traverse stations were beaconed prior to the observations and according to 

survey specifications for third order job, which states that the beacons to be used 
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for demarcation must be one part of cement to two (2) parts of sand and three 

(3) parts of rubble. The dimension of the pillar was 18cm by 18cm by 75cm 

with 7.5cm above the ground level with the centre of the beacon defined by a 

12mm iron rod. A diagrammatic representation of a property beacon is shown 

in figure 1.0. Below: 

 
Field Observations 

 

Control Check  

The checking of the controls used for the connection of the work was done in 

order to ensure that the controls; CSAD 335, CSAD 336 and CSAD 337 were 

in their correct position. In order to achieve this, a check observation was carried 

out on the controls. The total station was set on CSAD 336 and the targets were 

set on stations CSAD 335 and CSAD 337 respectively. Temporary adjustment 

(centering, leveling and focusing to remove parallax) was performed on the 

instrument.  
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With the total station on station CSAD 336, observations were made to stations 

CSAD 335 and CSAD 337 respectively with the instrument in coordinate mode. 

See figure 3.10 below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then, comparism was made between the known values and the measured values 

as shown in the table 2.0 below, which confirmed that the controls were still 

intact and therefore suitable for use.  

 

Table 2.0:  Control Check Results 

Station Coordinate Known Value Measured 
Value 

Difference 

CSAD 
 335 

 Eastings 

Northings 

1128920.574      

268469.221    

1128920.572 

268469.220 

0.002 
-0.001 

CSAD  
336  

Eastings 
Northings 

1128910.390      
268515.350    

1128910.392 
268515.348 

-0.002 
0.002 

CSAD 
337  

 Eastings 
Northings 

1128899.594      
268561.379    

1128899.592 
268561.380 

0.002 
-0.001 

 

The above check shows that the discrepancy between the observed and 

measured  controls is negligible hence the controls are within the allowable 

error for a 3rd Order survey. 

 

Perimeter Traversing and Levelling Using Total Station (Leica Ts02) 

A traverse is the process in which series of lines are connected by measuring 

series of angles and distances. A traverse is a series of established stations that 

are tied together by angles and distances. 

This process may be extended to successive points and thus resulting to series 

of connected lines which bearings and distances are known. 

Bannister and Raymond (1998) defined levelling as the operation required in 

the determination or, more strictly, the comparison of heights of points on the 

 CSAD 336 

CSAD 335 

CSAD 337 
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earth surface. The qualification is necessary because the height of one point can 

be given relative to another point or place.  If the whole series of heights is given 

relative to a plane, this plane is called a datum. The purpose of the perimeter 

levelling was to provide elevations of the boundary beacons, which will be used 

for levelling operation. 

For the purpose of this research work, the perimeter traversing and levelling 

were carried out simultaneously using total station (Leica TS02). The total 

station was used to obtain the horizontal and vertical positions (X, Y, Z 

coordinates) of all the boundary beacons. The traverse started from ADPB 1230, 

with CSAD 337 as reference point. It continued through stations ADPB 1240, 

ADPB 1253, ADPB 1262 and closed back on CSAD 337. To achieve the above 

mentioned task, the total station was set up over ADPB 1230.  It was centered, 

leveled and its telescope was focused to remove parallax. The parameters of the 

instrument station i.e. station name, height of the instrument over the station 

mark and X, Y, Z coordinates of the station were keyed in. The reference control 

point (CSAD 337) was bisected and its station name, height of the target over 

the station mark and the X, Y, Z coordinates were keyed in back station. After 

setting the orientation, the reflector at the forward station was sighted and 

bisected and subsequently the readings were taken and recorded into the internal 

memory of the instrument. Though the total station was set in coordinate mode, 

it actually measured and recorded horizontal readings, vertical readings and 

distances automatically into the internal memory of the instrument on both faces 

which it used to compute and display preliminary coordinates. At every set-up 

of the total station, the temporary adjustment was carried out and the following 

parameters measured. 

❖ Height of the instrument 

❖ Height of back station reflector  

❖ Height of the fore station reflector. 

 

Following the procedure stated above, the traverse was run through all the 

boundary pillars back to CSAD 337. Using the total station in coordinate mode. 

All the field data was recorded automatically into the internal memory of the 

instrument. 

 

Method of Levelling 

The data earlier acquired was downloaded and processed to obtain the final X, 

Y, Z, coordinates of the boundary pillars. 
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At the site, spot heights were acquired by randomly picking the X, Y, Z 

coordinates of points at intervals of not more than 20m using Tacheometric 

method of fixing position and height simultaneously with the total station in 

coordinate mode. To achieve the above mentioned task, the total station was set 

up over station ADPB 1230. It was centered, leveled and its telescope was 

focused to remove parallax. The parameters of the instrument station i.e. station 

name, height of the instrument over the station mark and X, Y, Z coordinates of 

the station were keyed in. The reference station CSAD 337 was bisected and its 

station name, height of the target over the station mark and the X, Y, Z 

coordinates were keyed in back station. After setting the orientation, points were 

randomly picked at intervals of not more than 20m were points could not be 

sighted from the boundary points, due to distance or obstructions a subsidiary 

traverse is run to fix such points. The same procedure was adopted throughout 

the exercise. 

 

Detailing 

Detail survey involves the fixing of ground details such as roads, fence, trees, 

buildings etc. for inclusion on the map or plan.  

Detailing of all features (both natural and man-made) within the site was done 

by ray method of fixing details, with the total station in coordinate mode. 

 

Data Processing 

Data processing is the turning of the obtained data into useful information. The 

raw data from the instrument was downloaded into the Computer and 

processing of the data continues until the production of final plan. 

 

Downloading of Data from the Total Station to the Computer 

The field data acquired with the total station was downloaded to the computer 

with the aid of the downloading cable using the Data Exchange Manager of the 

Leica Links software. The downloaded data was printed out. 

 

Back and Area Computations 

AutoCAD Land Development Programmed was used for the back and area 

computations. The back computation of the perimeter was carried out in order 

to determine the final bearings and distances of the traverse legs and to calculate 

the area. 
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The program uses the following formula for the computations;   

  NAB = NA - NB = ∆N  

  EAB   = EB - EA = ∆E 

       Where, NA   = Northing coordinate of A 

  NB     = Northing coordinate of B 

  EA     = Easting coordinate of   A 

  EB     = Easting coordinate and ∆EAB is the departure. 

 

  Bearing = Tan-1      ∆E 

         ∆N  

  Distance = (∆E)2 + (∆N)2 

            2A = (N1 E2 + N2E3  + .. + Nn E1) - (N1 En + N2E1  +  ... + Nn En-1) 

    Area, A = ½  (N1 E2 + N2  E3  + .. + Nn E1) - (N1 En + N2E1 + .. + NnEn-1)         

    Where A = Area 

  N = Coordinate of Northing 

   E = Coordinate of Easting  

       ` The back and area computations of the perimeter. 

Accuracy Obtained 

❖ Traversing 

           1 

         Linear Accuracy     =       (∆E) 2 + (∆N)2 

                    ΣTD 

  

Where ∆E = misclosure in eastings (0.766)  

   ∆N = misclosure in northings (-1.914) 

   ΣTD = Total distance (23725.518)  

                  1 

 Linear Accuracy  =            (0.766)2 + (-1.914)2   = 0.0615897 

                                            23725.518 

 

 

     =         0.000277339 

 

 

     =   3,605.69075 = 1/4,000 

Linear accuracy of 1:4,000 was obtained as against 1/3,000 for a third order job. 

     1 

  1 

 

23725.518 
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Data Presentation/Plotting 

From the data collected, results were analyzed and found to be in line with the 

job specifications. A topographical plan of the site was produce on a scale of 

1:25,000 using AutoCAD Land Development. 
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Summary, Recommendation and Conclusion 

Summary:  

The perimeter and Topographical Survey of College of education Hong in 

Adamawa state was successfully carried out. The school has an area of 1521.16 

hectares. X, Y, Z coordinate was obtained using Total station (Leica TS02) and 

the plans was plotted with AUTOCAD land development 

.  

Conclusion:  

This research work was aimed at producing the Topographical Survey of 

College of Education Hong, Adamawa State. As a result of the cooperation and 

team spirit that existed among the party members, the research was executed 

within the stipulated time. 

The result obtained at each stage compared with the allowable accuracy 

indicated that the survey was carried out with all seriousness and concentration.  

 

 Recommendation:  

Most individual, firm and government agencies do embark on construction 

without proper topographical information of the project area. In the light of this, 

government should make adequate legislations to make it a compulsion for the 

topographical survey of properties (land) to be carried out before embarking on 

any construction work. 

The use of Digital equipment should be encouraged to carry out survey work 

with strict adherence and compliance with existing survey rules and regulations, 

and the job specifications. 
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College Of Education Hong  

Coordinates Register (Perimeter) 

ADPB 1230  265871.011 1127979.044 530.234 

ADPB 1231  265955.346 1128315.337 529.456 

ADPB 1232  266042.932 1128664.596 530.567 

ADPB 1233  266126.469 1128997.712 532.98 

ADPB 1234  266211.626 1129337.283 530.786 

ADPB 1235  266293.528 1129671.073 528.768 

ADPB 1236  266381.939 1130016.424 526.978 

ADPB 1237  266467.095 1130355.994 526.657 

ADPB 1238  266552.252 1130695.565 529.657 

ADPB 1239  266637.408 1131035.136 529.132 

ADPB 1240  266678.098 1131197.654 525.345 

ADPB 1241  267024.509 1131118.199 526.345 

ADPB 1242  267360.739 1131041.735 526.657 

ADPB 1243  267702.108 1130964.102 526.567 

ADPB 1244  268047.214 1130885.62 524.657 

ADPB 1245  268384.847 1130808.837 528.546 

ADPB 1246  268726.216 1130731.205 528.435 

ADPB 1247  269067.625 1130653.563 530.657 

ADPB 1248  269411.452 1130575.372 525.768 

ADPB 1249  269757.304 1130496.72 526.657 

ADPB 1250  270091.693 1130420.675 525.667 

ADPB 1251  270433.063 1130343.042 523179 

ADPB 1252  270774.432 1130265.41 524.139 

ADPB 1253  271150.88  1130180.065 524.345 

ADPB 1254  271064.844 1129840.429 527.123 

ADPB 1255  270979.291 1129499.281 528.345 

ADPB 1256  270894.305 1129160.388 524.324 

ADPB 1257  270809.374 1128821.717 527.657 

ADPB 1258  270723.827 1128480.59 524.657 

ADPB 1259  270639.061 1128142.576 522.756 
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ADPB 1260  270553.905 1127803.006 522.675 

ADPB 1261  270468.748 1127463.435 519.675 

ADPB 1262  270383.592 1127123.864 519.345 

ADPB 1263  270343.587 1126962.866 522.145 

ADPB 1264  269967.432 1127047.41 527.134 

ADPB 1265  269626.063 1127125.042 527.132 

ADPB 1266  269284.693 1127202.675 527.133 

ADPB 1267  268943.324 1127280.307 528.657 

ADPB 1268  268601.955 1127357.94 528.134 

ADPB 1269  268260.585 1127435.572 527.986 

ADPB 1270  267919.216 1127513.205 528.768 

ADPB 1271  267577.847 1127590.837 530.657 

ADPB 1272  267236.477 1127668.471 530.435 

ADPB 1273  266895.108 1127746.102 529.324 

ADPB 1274  266553.739 1127823.735 529.435 

ADPB 1275  266212.369 1127901.367 532.132 

 

Details College of Education Hong 

QTRS    

268633.794 1128921.83 545.682 

268654.058 1128917.147 541.261 

268652.608 1128911.081 541.842 

268668.087 1128907.557 541.335 

268661.507 1128879.373 541.87 

QTRS   

268707.317 1128869.778 540.164 

268714.964 1128903.348 533.675 

268844.834 1128871.996 532.58 

QTRS 

268834.87 1128884.482 537.849 

268835.859 1128890.47 537.404 

268841.637 1128889.314 532.322 

QTRS 

268861.35 1128893.274 531.79 

268864.323 1128906.219 530.895 

268894.958 1128899.65 529.813 
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QTRS 

268865.189 1128915.936 528.785 

268866.625 1128919.968 526.432 

268870.374 1128918.755 526.501 

QTRS 

268879.643 1128917.657 524.243 

268880.766 1128921.697 524.356 

268883.649 1128920.826 528.685 

QTRS 

268931.24 1129003.994 527.115 

268889.166 1129000.674 527.63 

268877.627 1128936.359 529.753 

E. POLES 

268951.027 1128923.674 531.717 

268944.997 1128924.606 532.85 

268938.652 1128908.125 532.181 

268690.101 1128972.846 534.908 

268687.506 1128983.477 534.8 

QTRS 

268940.622 1128886.742 528.606 

268942.514 1128907.995 525.663 

268940.304 1128856.745 524.892 

QTRS 

268841.439 1128858.324 549.312 

268926.127 1128839.485 545.793 

268928.732 1128858.818 541.715 

E.POLES 

268917.13 541.148 

268925.836 1128785.837 541.338 

268903.202 1128833.703 533.186 

268900.286 1128834.549 532.9 

268901.328 1128837.997 535.984 

QTRS 

268875.13 1128688.654 537.974 

268873.95 1128699.449 532.128 

268887.193 1128701.165 531.423 
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E. POLES 

268918.122 1128718.88 530.887 

268917.299 1128721.992 529.86 

268926.672 1128724.607 529.155 

QTRS 

268806.81 1128715.162 526.29 

268812.233 1128741.439 526.74 

268756.45 1128755.602 524.526 

QTRS 

268683.779 1128777.833 524.922 

268753.114 1128756.522 528.694 

268772.923 1128853.359 529.801 

QTRS 

268711.115 1128832.509 527.243 

268708.161 1128803.111 529.1 

268698.031 1128803.946 528.49 

QTRS 

268655.26 1128806.078 532.221 

268668.298 1128802.503 531.35 

268664.097 1128788.353 532.379 

 

  


